Accurate velocity model building is a key in achieving high quality subsalt images. To reach this goal, we propose a target oriented and efficient velocity analysis methodology. Our methodology comprises of two steps. In the first step the surface data is downward extrapolated to a new datum plane using a beam based redatuming algorithm. In the second step we switch to a Kirchhoff or fast beam migration algorithm to perform the actual velocity analysis. The redatuming process has the advantage that it not only regularizes the subsurface data, but also reduces the data to a shorter recording times and a narrower offset range. Most importantly the resulting wave field at the new datum plane is generally much simpler in nature as supra salt sediment and top salt reflected as well as refracted arrivals have been removed -hence revealing the weaker subsalt events. A fast migration method can therefore be used to scan the subsalt velocity to determine the best image quality. As the beam based redatuming converts the irregular surface data into regular data at the datum level, it can also be used as a regularization tool.
Introduction
Subsalt velocity model building is challenging due to the salt over burden which complicates the wavefields. Although the recent developments of wave equation based migration scan techniques (Wang et al., 2006a) are promising for subsalt velocity updating, the cost of generating migration scans is still very high. A migration scan is a set of stacked images produced from a set of prestack migrations with different locally scaled velocity models. The cost of producing a set of scans becomes prohibitively high, when a large scan range is needed. Due to the fact that wave equation migration scan is naturally expensive, the total number of scan is limited to 7-9 in practice.
To allow for a lager number of scans and hence to make the scan technique more practical, some cost efficient alternatives have been proposed, such as focusing analysis based finite angle tomography (Wang et al., 2005a) and poststack migration scan after demigration (Wang et al., 2005b) . Another recently proposed alternative is to use an accurate wave equation redatuming method to downward extrapolate the wavefield to a surface bellow the salt, followed by the use of a Kirchhoff migration scan to build a subsalt velocity model (Wang et al., 2006b ). This redatuming methodology allows using much denser subsalt velocity scans to improve the accuracy of velocity model building. The theory and some applications of wavefield redatuming can also be found in other papers, such as Berryhill (1984) , Bevc and Popovici (1998) , Luo and Schuster (2004) , etc.
Following the same redatuming methodology, this paper proposes to use a beam based prestack redatuming rather than a wave equation based redatuming followed by an interactive beam migration (Gao et al., 2006) . In only one step, the beam based redatuming directly moves the surface data to the new datum plane. It is more efficient than the wave equation based redatuming for conventional marine acquisitions. Besides its efficiency, the beam based redatuming algorithm allows to model accurately very complex wavefields, including phenomena know as multivaluedness, as well as the wave equation redatuming does. This is important for accurately downward continuing the wavefield through the complex salt bodies. Another benefit of the beam based redatuming is that it doesn't require the surface data to be regular. Once the simplified wavefield at the new datum plane is obtained with the redatuming algorithm, we switch to an interactive beam migration which can be more efficient than conventional Kirchhoff migrations if used for sub-salt velocity scanning. Taking advantages of its efficiency, more velocity scans can be performed to improve the accuracy of velocity model building. As the new datum plane is close to the target, the aperture required for the subsequent migration scans is smaller.
In the abstract, we first use the 2D Sigsbee model to illustrate the general methodology, then we address how to handle the aliasing and data explosion problem in 3D, and finally we use the 3D SEG-EAGE salt model to demonstrate the applicability of the proposed method for 3D datasets.
Methodology
Here, we use the scalable Source-Receiver (SR) redatuming, which has been discussed in details by Wang et al., (2006b) . In this approach, the common source gathers are firstly downward extrapolated to the new datum and then the new wavefields are sorted into common receiver gathers which are also downward extrapolated to the new datum plane. The scalable SR redatuming methodology allows to process each shot gather individually and it reduces the memory usage.
In Gaussian beam migration (e.g., Hill, 1990 Hill, , 2001 Hale, 1992; Gray, 2005) wavefields are computed by solving the wave equation using asymptotic expansions in ray-centered coordinates. The synthetic wavefields are reconstructed by 3D beam based redatuming for subsalt velocity analysis With Gaussian beam migration as a redatuming algorithm, the surface wavefield can be downward continued in a single propagation step to the new datum plane. One common shot (or common receiver gather) is divided into several beams. Each beam is decomposed into Gaussian Beam (GB) components. Each GB component is projected on to the new datum plane. The stack of all GB components at the datum plane forms the redatumed wavefield.
We use the 2D Sigsbee2a model to test the GB redatuming algorithm. Figure 1 shows the comparison of subsalt images with surface data (A), wave equation redatumed data (B) and GB redatumed data (C). The redatuming depth is 4550m. The same Kirchhoff algorithm, which can only handle single arrival traveltimes, was used to generate all three images. Compared with the images migrated from the surface, images generated from the redatumed datasets display superior image quality. A comparison of figures 1B and 1C demonstrates that using redatumed wavefields generally improves the Kirchhoff image quality below complex salt bodies.
To further improve the performance of the redatuming process, we simplified the GB redatuming process by ignoring the amplitude attribute in the GB implementation, hence turning it into a kinematic beam (KB) redatuming algorithm. Like Gaussian beam, the kinematic beam size increases with depth, determined by the Fresnel zone. Figure 1 (D) shows the image after KB redatuming. The image quality is comparable to that of GB redatuming.
3D prestack redatuming
The 3D prestack redatuming process is more complicated in nature due to the pure azimuthal sampling of the recorded wavefield in the crossline direction which needs to be taken care of to avoid aliasing effects. With 3D data we also need to be more concerned about the amount of data that is generated a various stages of the redatuming process.
As discussed by Wang et al. (2006b) , 3D prestack redatuming potentially generates very large amounts of intermediate data -here referred to as the 'data explosion problem'. The extent of this data explosion depends largely on the depth of the datum plane to which we want to redatum, the aperture size and maximum beam projection angle, especially in crossline direction. If the datum plane is relatively shallow and the required aperture is small then
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there is no data explosion issue. If the datum level however is deep and the required aperture is large, then the data explosion could be severe.
The intermediate data volume generated by the KB redatuming process can be limited in several ways. First, the crossline aperture could be limited depending on the expected complexity of the subsurface structures. Second, one intermediate redatuming step could be added without significantly affecting the overall efficiency of the methodology. And thirdly, the KB redatuming could be used as a target oriented method, hence it should be restricted to a limited area of special interest, such as the subsalt zone, where the frequency content of the data is very likely low and required sampling rate can be significantly reduced.
It should be mentioned at this point that for future wide azimuth acquisitions, the data explosion issue will not be any more relevant.
The poor crossline sampling in narrow azimuth 3D surveys has two effects on the prestack redatuming technique proposed here. Firstly, the number of crossline sourcereceiver pairs might be too small to form meaningful beams for the KB redatuming, and secondly the poor crossline sampling will, if uncorrected, lead to aliasing artifacts in the redatumed data.
In case of an insufficient number of crossline traces being available for the beam forming, we group one trace in each beam location and swing out energy in crossline direction very much like one would have per conventional Kirchhoff migration. However, as each trace is still considered as one single beam and its size at a certain depth level is determined by the local Fresnel zone, KB redatuming still preserves its multi-arrival capability and doesn't require any traveltime tables.
To correct for potential aliasing artifacts determined by the source interval and receiver interval used during the original data acquisition on the surface, standard trace interpolation methods as well as anti-aliasing and dealiasing methods are used prior to the redatuming process.
3D prestack redatuming examples
The 3D SEG-EAGE salt model is used in this paragraph to illustrate the target oriented sub-salt velocity analysis, based on 3D KB prestack redatuming combined with fast beam migration. We selected 1600m as the new datum plane which is placed at approximately the bottom of the 3D salt structure for the 3D model. The images in Figure 2 demonstrate the image quality improvements that can be achieved if 3D redatumed data is used to image subsurface beneath complex salt bodies, even though Kirchhoff tools have been used for the final imaging. The images also demonstrate the applicability of the proposed KB redatuming technique to 3D.
Conclusions
We propose a new target oriented and efficient velocity model building methodology for sub-salt by combing beam based 3D prestack redatuming and beam based migration scans. Beam based redatuming enables us to directly downward continue the wavefield from the surface to a chosen datum plane, simplifying the resulting new wavefield considerably. Migrating this new input dataset with very efficient beam migration tool allows us to perform many more velocity scans than previously possible with conventional WE algorithm, hence improving the accuracy of the sub-salt velocity determination. 
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